Cloud Acceleration powered by VMware Cloud on AWS

VMware Cloud on AWS is the fastest, easiest, and most cost-effective path to migrate VMware workloads to the cloud. While retaining investments in existing tools and skill sets, clients can accelerate modernization in the cloud.

- **75%**
  - Clients’ enterprise applications are still on-premise

- **71%**
  - Clients currently operate a hybrid environment

- **$96 B**
  - The size of the hybrid market by 2023

**Customer Challenges:**
- Tight migration deadlines
- Need to maximize use of existing VMware tools/skillsets/governance
- Unwilling or Unable to re-factor/re-platform some existing applications
- Inadequate Disaster Recovery capabilities

**VMware Cloud on AWS Delivers:**
- **479%**
  - Estimated 5 Year ROI by reducing overall operational costs and time needed to setup and maintain infrastructure

- **Up to 40%**
  - Reduction in IT infrastructure costs through easier maintenance and cost-effective pricing models

- **76%**
  - Less unplanned downtime with better availability and fewer issues with applications

**Accenture VMware Capabilities:**
- 5,400+ VMware skilled Accenture resources
- 800+ VMware certifications
- 400 VMware Cloud on AWS migration specialists
Transforming Your Business Is More Important Than Ever
What you will achieve with VMware Cloud on AWS

- CAPEX TO OPEX
  Consumption based monthly billing consolidated through AWS

- ELIMINATE CAPACITY CONSTRAINTS
  Accommodate seasonal capacity surges using VMC or migrate workloads from constrained data centers

- REDUCE MIGRATION COSTS
  Zero downtime rehosting of VMware workloads and leverage existing skills. Avoid application modernization requirement

- ACCESS TO AWS INVESTMENTS
  Leverage MAP 2.0 and other funding options to accelerate migrations and reduce migration expenses

- ACCELERATE INNOVATION
  Leverage AWS native services alongside your VMC services to modernize your applications on your schedule

- MYNAV MIGRATE OPTIMIZATION
  Optimize VMware migrations through the MyNav Migrate VMware Accelerator – COMING SOON

Industries We Serve
- Aerospace & Defense
- Automotive
- Banking
- Capital Markets
- Communications & Media
- Consumer Goods & Services
- Cross Industry
- Energy
- Health
- High Tech
- Industrial
- Insurance
- Life Sciences
- Public Service
- Retail
- Software/Platforms
- Utilities
- Travel
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**Premier Consulting Partner**
16 AWS awarded competencies

**68**
Countries with Capabilities in 40 Industry Sectors

**69 / 22**
Availability Zones / Geographic Regions

**6,000**
AWS cloud certifications
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